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Accidental Referrals
Bryan Lilly, PhD and Aliosha Alexandrov, PhD

For realtors and other providers of professional services, customer referrals are one of the most important sources of new business. As service providers, we want customers saying good things about our brand, and to intentionally recommend our brand to prospective customers. The last thing we want is for customers to say negative things about our brand. Unfortunately, our desire for positive word-of-mouth runs squarely against the anecdotal belief that customers are 10-times more likely to say negative things about a brand than to say positive things.

What are the implications of this 10-to-1 belief? In some companies, practices are implemented to standardize customer experiences. Senior leaders figure, “If word-of-mouth is much more likely to be negative than positive, then let’s eliminate unique experiences, so people have fewer interesting things to talk about. We will lose some positive word-of-mouth, but we will lose ten times as much negative word-of-mouth.” The drive to standardize resonates especially well among people who work in areas such as operations management and legal departments, where low variability equates to low risk (which is good).

To some extent we sympathize with a desire to create standardized experiences. After all, consumers should have clear expectations of a brand’s core benefits, and consistent experiences solidify these expectations. Also, some brands are preferred largely because consumers want a very consistent experience, such as at Starbucks. However, we also recognize the existence of three counter issues:

1. Inconsistency in experience is sometimes critical to generating delight. Research shows dissatisfaction is often evoked if inconsistency exists on basic-expectation features. But delight (very high satisfaction) is rarely caused by consistent performance on basic features; delight is caused by unexpected positive experiences (Ponnam, Sahoo, and Balaji 2011).

2. Even when negative experiences occur, service recovery research shows customers are largely forgiving of negative experiences if they were caused unintentionally, and if the service provider apologizes and tries to perform better in the future.

3. Some research in marketing shows the 10-to-1 ratio does not always hold. For example, consumers recall engaging in negative word-of-mouth more readily than they recall...
engaging in positive word-of-mouth, but *actual* word-of-mouth is more positive than negative (East, Hammond, and Wright 2007).

So, how can service providers better understand and leverage word-of-mouth? Of course, positive word-of-mouth is very useful for generating referrals. Service providers also want to avoid practices that lead to negative word-of-mouth. Yet, discouraging negative word-of-mouth by being overly consistent might hinder an agent’s ability to delight her customers who help generate referrals.

These ideas about word-of-mouth led to our own research study, where we examined positive and negative word-of-mouth, without assuming they are opposites from each other. We posed the question, “Does positive word-of-mouth occur through a different process or motive than negative word-of-mouth?” If so, then perhaps service providers can work to increase positive word-of-mouth in ways that pose low risk of evoking negative word-of-mouth.

**Conversing About a “Brand” Versus Conversing About “Myself”**

We developed a list of conversation motives. Notably, much of the word-of-mouth research in marketing focuses on instances where consumers discuss brands in an effort to recommend for or against a brand. However, people naturally converse with each other for many reasons. People may share feelings without any intent to support or detract from a brand. For example, if a friend asks you how your day is going, you might mention things that occurred during your day (your experiences), and speak positively or negatively about them. These experiences may involve brands or interactions with service providers. The point of your conversation is simply to talk about your day; brands or service providers just happen to be part of your day’s experience. On the basis of your comments, your friend may seek out a brand or service provider, and therein lies a referral. But the referral was not *intentional*, it was *accidental*.

Our list of conversation motives drew from prior research in areas such as communications, psychology and sociology. We then whittled these motives down to a manageable set, based on how frequently they motivate everyday conversations. Our final set of motives included factors such as a desire to affirm or enhance one’s image, a desire to compare one’s self to others, a desire to form and strengthen (or lessen) emotional bonds with others, a desire to help (or harm) others, and a desire to intentionally support or attack a brand or service provider. We then collected data in multiple waves, both from our university students, from the adult population around our university, and from an online panel. We asked people to think of the last time they mentioned a brand or service provider to someone else, and to then describe what they mentioned, and why they mentioned it (the conversation motive). We also asked people to disclose the brands they mentioned and we collected demographic data.

The results of our analyses reveal an interesting pattern. Yes, consumers engage in negative word-of-mouth. But more frequently, consumers engage in positive word-of-mouth, and by a
ratio of almost 3-to-1. So why does prior research find people recall sharing negative word-of-mouth more than positive, while we found the reverse? When we look at specific motives, the pattern changes. Sure enough, when a motive is specifically to support or attack a brand, negative word-of-mouth wins. When people feel ‘taken advantage of’ by a brand or service provider, they use word-of-mouth as a form of revenge. Speaking negatively about the brand or service provider is how they pursue this revenge and feel better. But across all conversations, these instances of wanting revenge are few. Other motives are much more frequent, tend to be positive, and tend to lead people to converse positively about brands and service providers. For example the motive of comparing one’s self to others occurred frequently, as when a person hears about someone’s experience on a vacation and then tells about their own vacation. In these instances, people talk much more positively than negatively about their experiences.

Across all of the conversations we studied, close to 90% were not motivated by a desire to support or attack brands. Normal conversations are not about brands, they are simply about “myself.” That is, people converse about themselves when talking to others, and mentions of brands or service providers are made simply because the brand happens to be part of the person’s experience. Moreover, people talk about things that interest them, and mainly discuss experiences that are positive and interesting (e.g., ‘worth talking about’). Culturally, many people in our society are counseled early in life about being positive, for example by grandparents who say, “Nobody likes a complainer” or “If you don’t have anything positive to say, then don’t say anything at all.” It seems that people basically adhere to these recommendations except when they have a grudge to bear with a brand or service provider, and those cases are rare.

**Implications for Real Estate Professionals**

*Aside from core benefits you provide in your service, think about how the customer progresses through your service as part of their day.* For example, as a realtor, if an out-of-town customer is looking at houses, you can take them past an interesting attraction in your area and get a photo you can later send them (e.g., “This is a photo of me near the Denver Mint, and the realtor took it while showing me houses in the area.”) Or if a customer comes with young children, find something interesting to occupy the children’s time. The goal is not just to give the children something to do, but to give them something to do that your customer finds “worth talking about” with others. Every customer is different, and with each customer you must judge whether/how to infuse something interesting.
Gain expertise on a wide range of common interests, and then ask customers about their interests. For example many people have hobbies or other strong interests, and these interests often surface in daily conversations. To some extent, you may find creative opportunities to add value to a customer’s area of interest. For example, your knowledge of area caves might be conversation worthy to someone with a spelunking hobby, your knowledge of the local garden club might be conversation worthy to an avid gardener, etc. Useful questions to ask customers include, “So what do you do when you’re not at work?” and “So what do you like to talk about with your friends?” Listen to what people say, and progress from there.

Be consistent with delivering core brand benefits, but provide unique experiences. A little trial and error might be needed, and look for a wide variety of opportunities. For example, you might develop a “joke of the week” card and print copies of the card customers can take with them. The goal is to add some unique experiences that are worth talking about. When you find something that resonates with customers, encourage them to share with others and to mention you. This is an indirect request for a referral. You are not saying, “Please refer me.” You are saying, “If you share this with a friend, please also mention me and invite your friend to stop by and meet me.” You can still directly ask for referrals, but realize you can generate strong word-of-mouth through customers who have conversations where a referral is not the intent of the conversation, and is more accidental in nature.
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A leader is the leader because he has the title, right? Conventional research takes this top-down view of leadership where the “job title is key.” However, as people often look to more than one individual for leadership at work, the concept of distributed leadership gains momentum (Mehra, Smith, Dixon, and Robertson 2006). The purpose of this article to explain how emerging academic research about leadership applies to the real estate agency context (Flaherty, Lam, Lee, Mulki, and Dixon 2012). Distributed leadership as a concept is important for a real estate agency, because the formal leader (perhaps the “one named on the door”) may impact the organization’s agents less than he believes – unless he attends to the network of connections underlying the organization.

Organizations operate with flatter leadership structures today (i.e., there are fewer levels of formal leaders in today’s organizations). As a result, informal social networks in such organizations become more important. People occupying formal leadership roles and holding leader/manager titles are no longer guaranteed to be the key influencer of the organization’s thinking and doing. Distributive leadership is important to formal leaders of real estate operations because agent learning, motivation, and even market perspectives result from the connections occurring between people (Burt 1992).

Our research team is exploring how social networks can be orchestrated by formal leaders (see Flaherty, Lam, Lee, Mulki, and Dixon 2012). Based on our research, we propose that the real estate agency leader’s role should be viewed as that of a network engineer. What this means is the formal leader (or the one with the title) must focus more on the relationships between people and less on the people themselves. The end goal is less about shaping individual agents and more about orchestrating the desired pattern of relationships among and between the full set of agents in the agency.

**Social Networks Are Naturally Occurring Relationship Patterns**

Relationship connections between agents may involve information sharing, mentoring, shared open houses, shared community activities, or friendships, to name a few. An analytical approach used by scholars called *social network analysis* considers the presence and the absence of connections between agents as relevant. What this type of analysis suggests is that the agency leader should know the existing connections that need to be supported, and where missing connections
might be introduced. Building and supporting positive connections makes intuitive sense. We also believe there are situations, perhaps rare, when the agency leader needs to consider how she might disrupt a connection between two agents that promises to be unproductive or harmful to an individual agent and/or collective agency results. Before we talk about disrupting unproductive connections, let’s take a look at productive connections.

**Productive Connections – Are Strong Connections Always Better?**

No, social network research shows that strong and weak connections are both important and productive for different reasons. Strong network connections involve frequent interaction, substantial historical interaction, intimacy, reciprocity, and openness in exchanges. Conversely, weak connections represent distant, casual relationships that may be nonreciprocal (Granovetter 1973). To be fair, no one has enough time to maintain strong connections with every single work colleague. While strong connections enable more complex information and knowledge to be exchanged, weak connections allow for the exchange of novel information because weak connections typically include broader sets of relations (Granovetter 1973). So, strong and weak connections are both productive for the agency network.

In addition to the strong vs. weak distinction, a connection between two agents may be a one-way or a two-way connection. When there are more two-way connections in a real estate agency, the agency is more cohesive, which yields better outcomes (Mehra et al. 2006). Relationship patterns represented by more two-way connections (reciprocal and close connections) yield higher levels of cooperation (Gulati 1998) and increased resource transfer (Moran 2005), which fuels an agency culture where individual agents focus on collective (agency-level) results in addition to their own performance or results.

**When You Manage Connections, You are Managing Resources**

Resources flow across social network connections (Balkundi and Harrison 2006). Resources that flow through the connections can be work-related (e.g., information that helps an agent conduct his business) and/or psycho-social (expressive or emotional content that can support an agent in his role). Such resources are important to help agents decide what to do (work smart) and give agents the motivation to persist in the work (work hard).

Four types of resources are likely to pass through the connections in the social network of a real estate agency: (1) cognitive, (2) affective or emotional, (3) behavioral, and (4) other resources (e.g., shared technology or financial resources). Agents who are similar to each other (vis-a-vis others in the agency) tend to share information and resources, leaving other agents who are less similar on the outside of the sharing. Consequently, agents in the same agency, reporting to the same agency leader, can have access to very different resource networks. Agent success, or lack thereof, may simply be due to her inability to access resources through the agency’s social network.
Engineer the Networks Needed for Success

Leaders can play a critical role in their agents’ performance, and make a difference in building the right network connections. This network-building mindset is particularly important for real estate agency leaders since many agents work remotely out of their homes, personal offices, and cars. In the real estate context, the agency leader shapes the agents’ performance by controlling access to resources, information, and support. To assume the role of the network engineer, the agency leader must assess the situation, each agent’s characteristics, and the blend of connections that each agent might need. Effective agency leaders develop connections within and outside the agency, orchestrating connections to help agents meet their goals. One simple approach to understanding what connections or resources might be needed is to ask the agent.

When an agency leader constructs the right set of relationships providing the right resources for an agent, the agent’s individual goals can be accomplished in harmony with the agency’s goals. Such agents can become absorbed with their work and operate at top capacity. Research shows that creativity and effectiveness result when people are totally focused on their work – in essence, they are “in a flow” (Csikszentmihalyi 1990). As a result, such intrinsically-motivated agents will demonstrate an inner clarity and self-confidence. If some of your agents are not operating at top capacity, you might ask yourself (or them) if their networks are engineered for success.

To develop a high-performing, creative environment, the agency leader needs to focus on developing the right relationship networks for each agent in the agency. As the agency leader develops a reputation and pattern for making productive connections between people, the leader becomes known as an idea source, which enhances his status in the agency or network. The leader’s ability to access weak connections between members of different groups, as well as strong connections within groups, makes it easier for the leader to introduce creative strategies for goal achievement (Granovetter 1973). Multi-level connections offer faster access to information, support, and resources that leaders can make available to their agents (Mehra et al. 2006).

Disconnect Unproductive Network Connections

Some agents operate as what we call flow disruptors in that they create confusion, uncertainty, or distraction within a network or agency. As a result, productivity may be negatively impacted. Leaders in an agency are well served to identify and disrupt the connections associated with such agents. The payoff can be compliance with appropriate agency/sales practices in the short run. In the long run, a leader who manages or disrupts connections that spur negative results will improve the way in which she is viewed within the organization (Kelman 2006). Being viewed positively within the organization is important, as such perceptions assist leaders in successfully selling their ideas and leveraging resources (Ashford, Rothbard, Piderit, and Durron 1998).
Disrupting connections may even be easier than it might appear. Recently, researchers discovered that a significant influence can be exerted via small behaviors. When judging negative characteristics, individuals need only five-seconds of behavior to accurately judge business partners, while positive characteristics need a slightly longer time for comparable accuracy (Carney, Colvin, and Hall 2007). This research suggests that disrupting negative connections may be easier than creating a positive connection. Perhaps making a single negative comment about an agent’s role is enough to reduce the connections that others (in hearing such a comment) might have with him.

**Network Connections are a Place for Leadership**

Leaders use social exchange to motivate agents toward better performance. Leaders develop connections with agency clients to gather fresh perspective which helps them help their agents (Sparrowe and Liden 2005). When the leader is positively recognized for her abilities to provide fresh perspective, her image and reputation is enhanced, which increases her status in the eyes of her agents (Venkataramani et al. 2010). This perceived status enables the leader to motivate others to perform well, while discouraging behaviors that counter the agency’s interests. Our work highlights how a social network approach enhances perspective for the real estate agency leader. While the traditional view of leadership was driven by a top-down, leader-centered paradigm, today’s agency leader faces a social-work context marked by rich social network connections and higher-levels of collaboration. The real estate agency leader can make a marked difference on agency outcomes by creating, enhancing, and changing connections between her agents.
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Improving Performance by Managing Sales Call Volume
G. Alexander Hamwi, PhD and Brian N. Rutherford, PhD

How can a salesperson improve her performance? This is a question that sales management researchers have spent a great deal of effort and time trying to answer. Researchers have approached the problem from many different perspectives: salesperson, sales manager, and customer. One tried-and-true method for improving a customer’s perception of a salesperson’s performance, though, is to ensure the salesperson consistently meets the client’s expectations. In a buyer-seller relationship, clients form expectations about a variety of things: price, features/benefits, product/service performance, and the level of service after the sale, just to name a few.

While published research examines complex methods of improving a salesperson’s performance by meeting client expectations (e.g., Cravens et al. 1993, Fang et al. 2005), more easily-implemented methods to improve performance have received much less attention, even though they can improve salesperson performance and enhance buyer-seller relationships. Assuming that simplicity is synonymous with ineffectiveness, real estate professionals and agency managers, among others, tend to ignore easily-implemented, simple methods of improving salesperson performance by working to better understand and meet clients’ expectations with more regularity.

The Importance of Face-to-Face Communication

While there are a variety of ways in which clients and sellers can communicate (telephone, fax, email, videoconference, etc.), the strongest, deepest form of communication is the face-to-face sales call. Face-to-face communication is the only form of communication that gives both parties the opportunity to communicate in real-time and to be privy to each other’s non-verbal cues (the most important part of the communication process). In sales calls not conducted face-to-face, salespeople experience a 50% decrease in useful information obtained because they lack the benefit of non-verbal cues. The salesperson loses an additional 10% of useful information when they cannot hear a client’s voice (Weitz et al. 2007).

Even with the breadth of communication technology available for business use, buyers and sellers still prefer face-to-face communication, especially when the information being communicated is of increased importance and/or sensitivity (Cano et al. 2005). The same holds true in a real estate context. The use of technology in
sales communications is preferred more as an enhancement than a primary means of communication (Ferrell et al. 2010).

Our study investigates the impact of meeting the client’s expected number of face-to-face sales calls on behavioral outcomes and the client’s evaluation of the salesperson’s overall performance. Clients have expectations about the number of face-to-face calls they want to receive in a given time period, and achieving this ideal number will improve a client’s perception of the agent’s performance. Meeting these expectations should also lead to increased customer retention and profit.

**Direct Influence**

When a salesperson meets a client’s expectations concerning the number of face-to-face calls s/he wants to receive, what specific outcomes happen? How is the buyer-seller relationship enhanced? Our research, involving 203 customers of a Fortune 100 firm selling high tech systems, confirmed the following results:

1. **Higher Perception of Salesperson’s Commitment → Greater Client Trust**
   When a salesperson meets a client’s expectations concerning the number of face-to-face sales calls s/he wants to receive, the client perceives that the salesperson is committed to the relationship. In turn, the client’s trust in the salesperson increases.

2. **Higher Perception of Salesperson’s Commitment → Greater Client Commitment**
   One party’s perceived commitment influences the other party’s actual commitment. If a client perceives a salesperson as committed to the relationship because the salesperson meets the client’s expectations concerning the appropriate number of sales calls, the client will be more committed to the relationship (Anderson and Weitz 1992).

3. **Greater Client Satisfaction → Greater Client Commitment**
   When a salesperson meets a client’s expectations concerning the ideal number of face-to-face sales interactions in a given time period, the client will be more satisfied with the salesperson. Many studies have shown that increased satisfaction leads to increased commitment (e.g., Brown and Peterson 1994; Johnson et al. 2001); and satisfaction reinforces the client’s decision to participate in a relationship with the salesperson, which over time leads to increased client commitment (Fornell 1992).

4. **Greater Client Trust → Greater Client Commitment**
   When a client commits to a relationship, the client is making himself vulnerable to the salesperson. The client relies on the salesperson to interpret and evaluate the client’s wants and needs, as well as find satisfactory solutions to problems. If the salesperson has opportunistic intentions, the client could suffer harm. Clients will be more committed to salespeople who have earned their trust (Morgan and Hunt 1994).
5. Greater Client Commitment $\Rightarrow$ Higher Perception of Salesperson’s Performance

When a client is committed to a relationship, s/he trusts the salesperson, is satisfied with the salesperson, and perceives the salesperson to be committed to the relationship, as well. The client will naturally have a higher perception of salesperson performance than in a case where there is a disconnect between what is expected and what actually occurs. Confirmation of expectations has a positive influence on salesperson performance.

Implications for Real Estate Professionals

When a real estate professional contacts a client with the expected frequency (as perceived by the client), the client is more committed to and more trusting of the agent. Additionally, the relationship with the client is more likely to continue long-term. When the agent reaches the ideal number of face-to-face interactions, the client perceives the salesperson as being more committed to the relationship and also evaluates the salesperson’s performance more positively.

Results of our study show that meeting a client’s expectations concerning number of face-to-face interactions can result in an increase in client’s perception of salesperson performance by 5%. A 5% increase in perceived performance considered over time across the entire customer base of an agent (or his/her firm) could greatly improve financial performance. Reicheld and Sasser (1990) found that a 5% increase in performance can lead to an almost 100% increase in profits. The minimal amount of effort necessary to understand a client’s expectations and respond accordingly makes it clear that this small effort is worth putting out.

There are several ways in which customer expectation data can be obtained. Call reports can be reviewed to see how often the client is called on. Many managers already monitor the call frequencies of their sales force through a CRM (customer relationship management) system. Next, an agent or manager can determine the client’s desired level of face-to-face interactions. This information can possibly be obtained by: 1) having the agent ask the client, 2) using a customer satisfaction survey, and/or 3) the manager contacting the client directly. While there will be some expenses involved in obtaining this information, the costs may be minimal considering the possible long-term increases in profitability.

Once agents and/or firm managers obtain data regarding customer expectations, they should consider the costs of making additional face-to-face calls. Recent studies estimate the cost of one face-to-face sales call ranges from $400-$1200 (Weitz et al. 2007). Prior research has also suggested using the Customer Lifetime Value framework (Reinartz and Kumar 2003; Rust et al.
Improving Performance by Managing Sales Call Volume

2004; Dixon 2010) to determine which client-supplier relationships are worthy of increased attention.

Managing face-to-face call volume is a simple strategy that promises key payoffs for the agent, the manager and the client.
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Protect and Prevent: Neutralizations and Unethical Sales Behavior
Laura Serviere-Munoz, PhD and Michael L. Mallin, PhD

A realtor’s name is her brand, which is a cue for trust, due diligence, empathy, referrals, and success. A realtor understands she has to maintain her “brand equity” by reinforcing the “assets” that support a positive brand identity, and limiting the “liabilities” that detract from her brand. A liability many salespeople overlook might be neutralization, or an excuse used to justify unethical behavior.

Neutralizations are present everywhere, from adolescents who argue “everybody does it” to police officers who display higher loyalties towards “one of their own.” A recent survey conducted by Inman News uncovers that there are many practices that are both questionable and unethical among realtors. More importantly, the survey highlights the fact that attitudes about unethical practices are split, and many realtors see certain unethical practices as “acceptable” (Carter 2011). Neutralizations are relevant in the real estate context so agents and agencies understand how to protect their brand and prevent unethical sales behavior.

What Are Neutralizations?

Neutralizations are the excuses employed when someone engages in questionable practices or behavior. Neutralizations are used because of the power they have to mute or block any guilt, shame, or discomfort that one could experience when exhibiting unethical behavior. Originally introduced in 1957 by Sykes and Matza, neutralizations have become one of the leading theories used to explain and address deviant activity. People typically use neutralizations to deflect guilt or shame by denying anyone got hurt by a behavior, shifting blame to another party, or even denying wrongdoing occurred. People can turn to neutralizations to justify activity before or after it occurs, although most research suggests people usually turn to neutralizations to rationalize behavior before acting.

There are five general neutralization techniques that can be used to justify one’s actions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neutralization</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Denial of Responsibility</td>
<td>Individuals negate personal responsibility</td>
<td>“It was not my fault”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Denial of Injury</td>
<td>Individuals deny that any injury or harm was caused as a result of their actions</td>
<td>“No one got hurt”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. **Denial of Victim**  
Individuals accept personal responsibility for the behavior but feel it is acceptable to engage in certain practices because the “victim” deserved the injury  
“*He had it coming*”

4. **Condemning the Condemners**  
Individuals repress the wrongfulness of their acts by blaming those who critique or disapprove of their actions  
“*Who are you to judge me? I know you do worse things than I do*”

5. **Appeal to Higher Loyalties**  
Individuals tend to explain that they did not act unethically for themselves, but for a higher purpose (such as family or an organization)  
“*I had to do it. I have my family to think about*”

Source: (Sykes and Matza 1957)

## When Do Neutralizations Happen In Sales?

Our research explores three areas to determine whether salespeople employ neutralizations, and if so, which neutralization techniques are employed. Our study looks at three sales behaviors: sales promoting behaviors, customer relationship-building and maintenance behaviors, and behaviors towards the sales organization. In the real estate context, these sales behaviors might take shape when entertaining clients or documenting travel expenditures (*sales promoting*), seeking out new clients and maintaining relationships after a sale (*customer relationship-building and maintenance*), and building the real estate office’s visibility by assisting other agents with open houses (*behaviors towards the sales organization*).

By using a cross-industry sample of sales professionals (n=157), the results show that when neutralizations are employed, an individual’s ethical judgment and ethical intention may become incongruent; that is, salespeople acknowledge their behavior is wrong yet they continue to behave questionably.

First, *denying injury occurred*, salespeople may believe that no negative outcomes occur as a result of their actions, and might perceive their behavior as “part of doing business.” This neutralization might also be employed due to of the nature of the job and industry competitiveness or as salespeople deal with role conflict or job stress. For example, salespeople might attempt to justify not following policies or turning-in inaccurate expense reports because they feel time pressured to engage in selling behaviors.

The second most prevalent neutralization, *appealing to higher loyalties*, was present when salespeople engaged in sales promoting and customer relationship-building and maintenance.
behaviors. Salespeople put their families, organization, or personal interests first and justify unethical behaviors based on their loyalty. For example, a listing agent might mention to potential buyers that a home “has offers pending” when none actually exist to make sure she earns enough money to support her family that month.

Our study found that a third technique - denial of responsibility - was also common. Different than the other two neutralizations, though, salespeople who employ denial of responsibility alter their overall ethical judgment and ethical intention; that is, when a salesperson denies responsibility for his unethical actions, he might not experience any remorse or conflict since his ethical judgment and intention are so greatly impacted.

**Protect Yourself from Ethical Dilemmas**

It is clear that marketplace demands have the potential to make salespeople engage in neutralizations to mask unethical behavior. *So how does a real estate sales professional protect himself and/or his sales team?*

Here are some principles to apply in your personal and professional practice:

1. **Do not let it happen.** Yes, it sounds very straightforward, yet most of the attacks that an individual’s brand suffers are self-inflicted. Try to objectively observe your behavior and assess whether you are engaging in any of the five neutralization techniques.

2. **Admit it and fix it.** If you discover you are employing neutralizations, do not point fingers. Rather, take responsibility for your actions and address them. To fix behaviors in your real estate practice, consider scheduling training sessions so your entire team can identify and understand unethical behaviors and the resulting implications. Allow training to be interactive and non-judgmental, where everyone’s participation is valued. Make your team members active participants in finding ways to prevent neutralizations from masking questionable behavior.

3. **Do not allow top performers to succumb to neutralizations.** If an individual is performing well, her sales record may overshadow the fact that she might be engaging in questionable behavior, such as failing to follow company policies. If an individual is generating profits by justifying unethical actions, then the individual’s real value to the organization should be questioned.

4. **Establish clear consequences.** Make it clear to your sales team that unethical behavior and practices are unacceptable, and may result in dismissal from the role.

5. **Live your brand.** Your brand represents you, your family, and everything that you have built personally and professionally. Actively promote ethical sales behavior where excuses and neutralizations are not tolerated.
6. **Create an anonymous reporting mechanism.** To help team members self-manage questionable behavior, you must empower employees to safely and anonymously report unethical behavior. An anonymous comment box or an ombudsman may help your team feel more comfortable with presenting questionable activity to management.

**Conclusion**

For real estate professionals, neutralizations are of great relevance. A sales role presents challenges and pressures that may sometimes cloud good ethical judgment. Given the knowledge of neutralizations and the principles presented, real estate brokers and agents can begin to develop the awareness and strategies necessary to prevent neutralization from tarnishing one of their most important assets – their brand.
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Customers are becoming increasingly sophisticated, and organizations must adapt to meet the changing needs of the marketplace (Hooley et al. 2012). One way companies can respond is to become more market-oriented by focusing on four key components of Market Orientation: customers, competitors, long-term perspective, and inter-functional coordination.

Shifting towards a Market Orientation (MO) is important because of its potential to positively impact company outcomes. In order to effectively interpret the relationship between market orientation and company outcomes, the four components of MO must be evaluated to leverage the positive benefits available to firms.

Our research looks at how companies in the Egyptian business context engage with and value these four MO components in their businesses. Understanding how MO can positively impact business outcomes can also have important implications for real estate professionals looking to respond to the changing marketplace.

**Customer Orientation**

The companies from our research focus more on customers than any other MO component. Being customer-oriented means knowing as much about current and potential customers as possible, and adjusting business activities to meet customer needs. The types of activities associated with customer-oriented firms include acquiring information about customers in a target market and disseminating customer information clearly and consistently across the organization (Narver and Slater 1990).

Creating value for the customer should be a firm’s ultimate goal. For real estate professionals, obtaining accurate customer information to uncover where and how value is created in the real estate process will lead to greater customer satisfaction. Whether you gain information about your customers from customer surveys or other sources, having current information on consumer preferences in your area will help you employ the specific sales strategies to sell most effectively.

Remember that replacing a customer is more expensive than keeping a current customer (Hooley et al. 2012). Keep in mind, though, that focusing too much on a customer can yield diminishing returns (Homburg et al. 2012).
Competitor Orientation

The second most emphasized component of MO in our study is competitor orientation. Similar to customer orientation, competitor-oriented activities include collecting and disseminating all available and relevant information related to competitors (Narver and Slater 1990; Tay and Tay 2007). Competitor orientation also involves understanding current and future competitive strengths, weaknesses, capabilities, and strategies, and being aware of competitive reactions to changing and turbulent environments (Narver et al 2000; Slater and Narver 2000a,b; Cambra-Fierro et al. 2011; Tay and Tay 2007).

The real estate business environment is becoming increasingly global and hypercompetitive (Too et al. 2010), so keeping a close eye on a broader set of competitors is crucial. Research shows that agents can compete more effectively by providing innovative marketing/communication and ensuring agents are honest (Meyers and Harmeling 2011). Remember that all activities related to competitor orientation should be conducted in harmony with customer-orientated activities, as both are essential to agent success.

Long-Term Perspective

Although the long-term perspective component is not emphasized among the companies we study, it is an important component to consider.

Long-term perspective is defined as a company’s overriding business objective (Hooley et al. 2012). As real estate professionals work to increase customer satisfaction, positive word-of-mouth (WOM) generated by satisfied customers helps create greater awareness of the agent/company, which can yield new business opportunities. Positive WOM and awareness impact the opportunity for long-term sales growth (Tay and Tay 2007). Meyers and Harmeling (2011) also emphasize that successful real estate firms must make decisions based upon both the short-term goals (pleasing customers today) and long-term goals (pleasing customers tomorrow) to build loyalty.

It is also crucial for long-term survival to develop dynamic capabilities that are hard for competitors to imitate. This could include gaining unique knowledge of a local market and/or engaging in real estate holding arrangements (Too et al. 2010). Additionally, leveraging a long-term perspective also includes understanding competitors’ long-term capabilities and strategies (Sorensen 2009).

Inter-Functional Coordination

Inter-functional coordination does not have the emphasis among our Egyptian companies as do the other MO components. Surprisingly, though, Tay and Tay (2007) finds inter-functional
coordination is crucial for real estate firms looking to achieve greater market performance (i.e. identifying new opportunities, client satisfaction, etc.).

Leveraging inter-functional abilities can provide great value for clients and the firm. Sharing client feedback with team members and seeing how other successful firms utilize inter-functional teams can help a real estate agency create greater customer satisfaction. Very few studies discuss inter-functional coordination, but it is important to establishing a long-term orientation and generating firm success (Hwang et al. 2013).

Conclusion

Real estate professionals must understand that it is important to focus on each of the four dimensions of Market Orientation. While maintaining a strong focus on customers, it is equally important to focus on competitors, establish a long-term perspective, and ensure internal functions are coordinated. When each works in harmony with the others, real estate professionals can leverage MO components to maximize the potential for positive sales results.

Appendix - Our Study

The purpose of our study was to examine the extent to which Egyptian firms satisfy customers, how sensitive they are to rivals' reactions, their focus on long-term planning, and the extent to which Egyptian firms rely on inter-functional planning.

Quantitative data were collected from eight firms. A total of 134 usable questionnaires were collected and showed evidence of reliability and validity. Data were interpreted using factor and regression analysis.

Key findings from the study include the identification of the practice of the components of market orientation; customer orientation, competitor orientation, long-term perspective, and inter-functional coordination. The study contains lessons for practitioners and researchers in other countries. Also, it provides managers with insights on the importance of all market orientation components.
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INSIDER: Contagious: Why Things Catch On
Stephen Chandler, MBA Candidate

Can you believe there is a steakhouse in Philadelphia that sells a cheesesteak for $100? What about a YouTube channel showcasing videos of a blender tearing through different Apple products? And that channel has close to 700,000 subscribers where two videos have been viewed a combined 28 million times.

Now, would you be shocked to learn these stories are related? On its face, a YouTube video that showcases the power of a blender, and a 100-buck Philly cheesesteak seem to have nothing in common - but both share attributes of all things that go viral.

According to Jonah Berger, a Wharton Marketing professor and the author of Contagious: Why Things Catch On, the premise is simple and fairly intuitive. Whether you are in marketing, real estate, or even politics, understanding how to push your products, services, and ideas to catch on is essential for success. To do so, users need to discover how to make content (stories, news, and information) contagious. Berger sets up a contagious framework with six steps: (1) Social currency; (2) Triggers; (3) Emotion; (4) Public; (5) Practical value; and (6) Stories (STEPPS). STEPPS make even the most boring content (like a blender) go viral.

Being contagious means likely to spread or diffuse from person-to-person via word-of-mouth or social influence. In business, including real estate, it means marketers and firms should design messages, products, and ideas with contagious ingredients in mind to make their brand more likely to go viral.

THINK POINT #1: Why Contagious?

People love to share stories, news, tidbits and information with those around them. Social transmission is important, as the things others tell, email, and text us have a significant impact on what we think, read, buy, and do. According to research outlined in Berger’s book, word-of-mouth is the primary factor behind 20-50% of all purchasing decisions. Why? Information shared via word-of-mouth is persuasive, especially compared to advertisements, which are perceived as biased and less credible. Word-of-mouth is also targeted. Naturally, consumers share information because they believe they have an interested audience.
What percent of word-of-mouth conversations do you think happen online? If you said about 50-60%, you would be like most people. Unfortunately, you would also be wrong. According to research by the Keller Fay Group, **the number of word-of-mouth conversations that take place online is actually only seven percent**. Consumers spend quite a bit of time online, but spend eight times as much time engaged in offline conversations.

This fact about social transmission makes an important point about online engagement: *social media is a technology, not a strategy*. Just posting something on Facebook or Twitter does not mean anyone will notice or even spread your message. Social media is not always the best vehicle. You may have a broad audience, and it is important to recognize that not all potential recipients will see every message you send.

Online conversations are all about social currency. *Is sharing this information going to make me look smart or cool?* Offline conversations are all about triggers. *What is top-of-mind to fill conversational space?* Marketing professionals and real estate professionals who engage in personal branding need to carefully consider how consumers share information to maximize marketing efforts and make content contagious.

**THINK POINT #2: Master the STEPPS to Becoming Contagious**

An idea, product, or service that becomes contagious is not random. Six ingredients (STEPPS) exist in all content that goes viral:

1. **Social Currency: How does it make people look to talk about a product or idea?**

   Real estate professionals need to find the “inner remarkability” of their ideas, products, and services to make their audience feel like insiders. The most powerful form of marketing is a personal recommendation. Research shows that more than 40% of what consumers talk about centers around personal experiences and relationships. Consumers use social currency to achieve desirable positive impressions among peers. Marketing products or services should give consumers a way to make themselves look good while promoting the product. Remember, anything can be remarkable.

   Social currency can be earned, even in the most simple of ways. Consider the social capital Snapple earns by placing an interesting fact found on the inside their bottle caps: 
   
   *Real Fact # 27: A ball of glass will bounce higher than a ball of rubber.* Snapple’s bottle cap facts are so interesting that people share them with each other. In other words, they are remarkable, and talking about them makes the consumer seem remarkable, too.

   *How can you earn social currency through your real estate business? What messages about your business or the real estate industry (e.g., “Real Estate Fact #27…) might subtly encourage your audience to spread your message for you?*
2. **Triggers: The foundation of word-of-mouth and contagiousness.**

Consumers talk more about Cheerios than they do about Disney World. Surprised? Berger mentions a study he conducted that looked at the relationship between a product’s interest score and how frequently it was talked about over a defined time period. The result: There is no correlation. Interesting products do not receive any more word-of-mouth than boring products.

The key for real estate professionals is to determine how to make products, services, and ideas more visible. In the example above, Cheerios are more visible than Disney World, so consumers talk about the cereal more often.

Practically, real estate professionals need to enhance existing triggers and create new triggers by linking products and ideas to prevalent cues in the marketing environment. The average American engages in more than 16 word-of-mouth episodes (separate conversations where consumers say something positive or negative about an organization, brand, product, or service) every day. Triggers are important because accessible thoughts lead to action and impact behavior. So consider the context of where and how the message will be received rather than just aiming for a catchy message. Think about whether the message will be triggered by the everyday environment of the target audience; a strong trigger can be much more effective than a catchy slogan.

*What are the triggers in your marketing messages? How can your target audience’s environment change the way your message is received and acted upon?*

3. **Emotion: When we care, we share. Don’t harp on function. Harp on feelings.**

Few consumers have time to seek out the best content in an ocean of information. Consumers often start by checking out what others have shared. Some emotions - like excitement, awe, and anger - increase sharing while other emotions decrease sharing. Berger notes that sadness, for example, decreases the likelihood of information being shared by 16%. There are two reasons people typically share content: the information is (1) interesting or (2) useful.

Here is an exercise you can do to seed positive emotions in your marketing messages: Ask yourself, “Why someone would want to buy a house?” Next, ask three more “why” questions (e.g., “Why do consumers prefer homes on a cul-de-sac?” etc.) to dig deeper and discover the emotional core of an idea (cul-de-sacs provide greater feelings of security). Rather than focusing on statistics and providing information, real estate professionals need to focus on consumers’ feelings, as activating emotion is key to transmission.
Why do consumers care about real estate services? What emotions can you engage in your messaging to help your audience connect with your business?

4. Public: Can people see when others are using our product or engaging in our desired behavior?

Making behaviors observable makes them easier to imitate, which makes them more likely to become popular. Berger argues that marketers should design products and initiatives that advertise themselves and create a “behavioral residue” that remains even after people have bought the product or espoused the idea. A great example of this concept is how Steve Jobs, the founder of Apple, Inc. agonized with his marketing team about the direction of the Apple logo. Should the logo be right-side up to the user when it is closed? Or should it be upside down when it’s closed so that when it is open, it is observable to others? If you have an Apple laptop, you can see Jobs went with the latter because he wanted his products to be observable primarily to the outside world to spur purchase and action.

This concept applies to social media as well. For example, the “like” feature found on Facebook allows consumers to show an affinity for and spread the word about a product, idea, or organization. Berger also reports that ABC News found that installing “like” buttons increased Facebook traffic by 250 percent.

How can you increase the public visibility of consumers who utilize your real estate services? How might social media tools be adapted for use in the home-buying process, making the consumer’s process (and therefore your services) more public to others?

5. Practical Value: People like to help others, so if we can show them how our products or ideas will save time, improve health, or save money, they will spread the word.

Sharing information and ideas brings consumers closer together because our friends/networks see that we know and care about them.

Take the story of Ken Craig as an example of practical value. Ken is eighty-six years old and grew up on a farm. Ken’s daughter-in-law created a YouTube video of Ken doing a little trick with corn to ensure you get all the silk off an ear of corn. Instead of shucking the corn, he tosses a few ears in the microwave for a few minutes, and after they’re cooked, Ken cut a half-inch off the bottom, gave it a shake, and the corn popped out. No silk. The video went viral and has collected more than 5 million hits since it was created.

The bottom line: Lots of products and services have practical value - the key is making them stand out so people want to share.
How can you communicate practical value to current and prospective clients so they share that value with their personal networks?

6. **Stories: Build your own Trojan Horse! People do not share information; they share stories, or vessels that carry information with them.**

Stories save time and hassle and give consumers the information they need in a way that is easy to remember. The real magic of stories is that important information travels under the guise of what seems like idle chatter. A great example we all know is Subway Jared’s story. Jared lost 245 pounds just by eating Subway. From this simple story we can conclude several facts about Subway: (1) the restaurant offers healthy options that encourage weight loss; and (2) the food must be pretty good if someone could eat Subway for three months straight and still come back for more. Subway is the key component of the Jared story, meaning advertisement campaigns need to maintain a product-focus. Do not forget that while getting consumers to talk is important, they should be talking specifically about your product or service. Berger defines this as “valuable virality” – make something viral but make it valuable to the sponsoring company or organization.

What stories do you have from doing business that would be of value to your prospective clients? How can you communicate your stories more effectively?

**Conclusion**

Any product, idea, or service can be contagious. However, a product or service does not need all six STEPPS to be contagious. Take the blender video - pulverizing expensive technology products is amazing (emotion) and remarkable (social currency). The video also showcases the blender’s benefits (practical value) into a broader narrative (stories) to get consumers talking about a common household appliance. Now look at the $100 cheesesteak - it is remarkable (social currency), surprising (emotion) and features an interesting narrative (story). The cheesesteak showcases the quality of the steakhouse it is served in (practical value), and perhaps the next cheesesteak you see will remind you of it (triggers).

Even in the real estate context, social epidemics are driven by products, services, and ideas. Certain characteristics make products, services, and ideas more likely to be talked about and shared, and Berger’s six STEPPS can help real estate professionals identify ways to make their real estate business contagious.
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INSIDER: Jab, Jab, Jab, Right Hook
Susan Monaghan, MBA Candidate

With social media becoming the fastest growing area of marketing today, real estate professionals can attract more clients by expanding their reach across popular social media platforms. In his book, Jab, Jab, Jab, Right Hook: How to Tell Your Story in a Noisy Social World, Gary Vaynerchuk compares effective marketing through social media to a boxing match. Vaynerchuk refers to jabs as “lightweight content that benefits customers by making them laugh, snicker, ponder, play a game, feel appreciated or escape; right hooks are calls to action that benefit your businesses.” Vaynerchuk demonstrates how to create shareable, relevant, value-driven content that ensures future clients will pay attention to your story, share your content, and create engage in word-of-mouth marketing on your behalf. Specifically, social media platforms (including the Big Five: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, and Tumblr) can help real estate professionals increase their social media presence to increase sales.

THINK POINT #1: The Six Rules to Social Media Success

Vaynerchuk contends that outstanding content throughout social media platforms should follow six rules.

1. **Content should be native.** Though many social media platforms overlap, each has a specific function, style, context, and community – your content should reflect this. Your content should blend with native content, while allowing you to tell an individualized story on each social media platform.

2. **Content should not interrupt.** If a social media platform is meant to entertain, then the content you post must entertain the platform’s audience. Remember your content should benefit your audience, not cause interruption.

3. **Jabs should be generous, funny, informative, and inspiring.** The value of jabs to you is to build an emotional connection. Consumers are then more likely to share emotional content with a friend and remember you when it is time to sell or buy a house. Your jabs allow you to give first, before asking someone to do business with you.
4. **Outstanding content leverages pop culture.** Engaging with pop culture shows potential clients you are relevant and that you can identify and understand what matters most to them.

5. **Think micro.** Small, unique nuggets of information, humor, commentary, or inspiration should inform your content strategy. Respond to today’s culture, conversations, and current events in real time in the social media platform’s native language and format.

6. **Outstanding social media content is consistent and self-aware.** In other words, outstanding content must help current and prospective clients understand who you are. The way you tell your story across each of the social media platforms can change, but the core story must remain the same as well as your personality and brand identity. Keep your message consistent in every social media setting.

Each of these steps has meaning for real estate professionals to create value for consumers. Social media must fit in naturally along the customer’s path to everyday living as well as making a purchase decision.

**THINK POINT #2: Understanding the Big Five**

**Facebook**

Facebook is considered the most familiar (and the most personal) social networking site. Vaynerchuk cites that over a billion consumers currently use Facebook, including 680 million who actively use the platform on a mobile device. This marketing tool can give real estate professionals insight into the lives and interests of potential clients. Consumers go to Facebook to catch up, connect, socialize, discover what others are doing, reading, listening to, wearing, eating, thinking, working, living, and where they are going.

*Tips for using Facebook most effectively:*

1. Keep posts short, simple, provocative, entertaining and/or even surprising
2. Use high-quality, engaging photos
3. Place your business’ logo visibly on pictures
4. Consider purchasing sponsored stories or page posts through Facebook’s advertising platform

**Twitter**

According to Vaynerchuk, Twitter is considered the second-most familiar social media platform with 100 million users in the US and 500 million users worldwide. Users are limited to sharing thoughts and pictures within a 140-word “Tweet.” Useful for news and information, real estate professionals can use this platform to make a statement, stake out a position among other agents,
and establish a voice in the marketplace. To accomplish these objectives, users need to skillfully spin, interpret, or remix news information in a unique style.

One advantage of Twitter for real estate professionals is that it allows users to initiate a relationship with potential clients. Vaynerchuck explains, “It is still the only platform where you can jump into a conversation unannounced and no one thinks you are a stalker.” Real estate professionals can publically share their Twitter profile and also use Twitter’s search and discover functions to find people who are talking about topics related to their homes, a new job, or real estate. Even if you only tangentially respond, you can add your own perspective and humor - and context - to the conversation. Take advantage of this platform because it is free and makes it possible to reach people who do not even know you exist.

Tips for using Twitter most effectively:

1. Spin your content to be authentic, to the point, so it resonates with the audience
2. Use high-quality, engaging photos
3. Use memorable hashtags (#) in your posts to gain attention and search-ability
4. Do not re-Tweet fan praise or nice things said about you – bragging is boring to your followers

Instagram

Engaging multiple platforms for marketing allows real estate professionals to use the platform where they have the most information to drive people to look across social media platforms. Users can also move data from one social media platform to another to increase their presence across new social media platforms. An example of this is that users can connect an Instagram account to Facebook and Twitter, which can increase awareness of business, product, or service.

Instagram is a photo-based platform owned by Facebook, and has over 130 million users. Vaynerchuk maintains that Instagram users upload more than 40 million photos per day and generate 1000 photo comments per second. As with Facebook and Twitter, real estate professionals can use Instagram to tell a story, reinforce their name and brand, and build impressions. Instagram users can posts photos, and viewers can “like” a photo and offer comments to show public support of the content. Instagram photos are similar to high quality ads in magazines, but electronically accessible to an audience of over 100 million users. Best of all, sharing content is free.

Tips for using Instagram most effectively:

1. Instagram content should be unique, artistic, authentic, and non-commercial
2. Use multiple, descriptive hashtags (#) to help viewers discover and connect with your brand
**Pinterest**

Most people may not think to use Pinterest as a marketing tool to build a real estate business, but as Vaynerchuk indicates, Pinterest boasts more than 48 million users (16% of all Internet users). Additionally, 68% of Pinterest users in the US are women, half of which are mothers.

Pinterest makes it easy for consumers to engage in online research and share ideas in one place on virtual bulletin boards called “pinboards.” Boards allow users to “pin” and organize images, recipes, etc. for future accessibility. Pinboards showcase images that help consumers represent who they are and who they would like to be.

Pinterest is becoming a powerful marketing tool and a natural fit for real estate professionals because it is a platform consumers use to discover and develop material and emotional wish lists. Aspiration and acquisition are also powerful motivators that drive people to make purchase decisions, and Pinterest reinforces both. A survey by Steelhouse shows that Pinterest users are 79% more likely to purchase or use something they spot on Pinterest versus Facebook (Steelhouse 2012). Also, Pinterest produces four times the revenue per click of Twitter.

**Tips for using Pinterest most effectively:**

1. Make sure all pins are visually appealing. Consider pinning a unique and/or elegant photo from each of your listings (e.g., a stunning staircase or an ornate fireplace) to drive interest in your page
2. All pins should link back to your website so that viewers can take action to become a client
3. Make sure you have high quality content, photos, and/or aspirational messages. Pinterest users usually get to a page by following images they see being re-pinned by others
4. Create a catchy caption to spark users’ interest

**Tumblr**

Real estate professionals should also consider Tumblr to increase their social media presence. Tumblr is a microblogging social media platform that allows users to post content in a blog format. Vaynerchuk explains that Yahoo-owned Tumblr has 132 million monthly users and generates 60 million new posts every day. The platform ranks number one in average number of minutes spent per visit, whereas Facebook ranks number three. Unlike the other social media platforms, Tumblr is not for everyone, attracting a younger crowd (primarily 18-34 year olds), and slightly favors women.

Real estate professionals can greatly benefit from using Tumblr as a marketing tool. Unlike Facebook and Twitter (which guide social connections through who you know), Tumblr makes
connections for according to the interests of the people using it. Tumblr is a great social media platform for helping potential clients find you.

One special feature unique to Tumblr (and blogs in general) is the animated GIF (Graphics Interchange Format), which is a moving picture or animation. Consumers are more likely to engage with moving pictures than with still ones. GIFs are new to social media and contain elements of surprise and wonder. They function like moving emoticons and become a vehicle for self-expression. Another great feature of Tumblr is that you can display links to your Facebook, Twitter, and personal or company website.

**Tips for using Tumblr most effectively:**

1. Know your audience and tell a story (rather than self-promotion)
2. Take advantage of pop culture by posting content that will attract clients.
3. Add animated GIFs to create additional interest

**Conclusion**

Vaynerchuk emphasizes that social media content is most powerful when is un-intrusive, adds value for consumers, and fits along the customer’s decision-making path. Consider how you can reach more potential clients using these five unique social media platforms.
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